
 

 

Meeting notes of BMS ZOOM meeting of 6.5.2021 

1. Roger Bragger opened the meeting and welcomed all guests. 

2. Apologies received from D. Rees, P. Wilson, P. and S. Handford. 

3. Stats: 15 present – 14 members and 1 guest. 

4. New Members. A special welcome to three new members – Zita Ballinger-Fletcher [Our first 

oversea’s member - USA], Wing Commander Steve Mills and Commander Bob Symons. 

5. No library questions. 

6. Functions: There is a possibility of re-starting face-to-face meetings in July 2021 at the 

Holiday Inn, Bromsgrove [At the time of typing, this seems unlikely – Secretary added note 

5.6.2021]. 

7. Committee information. Don’t forget to pay your subscriptions! [Details as per a recent 

email]. Further committee discussion re next BMS programme at the end of May. 

8. President Roger Bragger welcomed Christopher Mellor-Hill to give tonight’s talk! PS - All our 

‘ZOOM’ meeting are recorded. 

9. Next ZOOM talk 3.6.2021 by Dr Chris Davies ‘Remembering Captain F.A. Ninis, MC., Cheshire 

regiment – a late casualty in the Salonika campaign’. 

 

‘The History of the DCM. DCM’s from the Hill Collection’.  

By Christopher Mellor-Hill 

Christopher introduced his subject explaining that the talk was in two sections – the history of the 

institution of the DCM [‘Distinguished Conduct Medal]’ being the first section and African DCM 

medals from the Hill collection being the second part. The DCM was for precisely that but some of 

the medal’s evolutionary threads do relate to themes of bravery, gallantry and long or meritorious 

service.  

There were gallantry awards such as the Order of the Bath for gallantry at Waterloo in Great Britain. 

These were for Officers of high rank but there was really nothing for junior Officers or ordinary 

soldiers whereas in France, there was the Legion d’Honneur – the egalitarian gallantry award for all. 

In Great Britain, there were few changes up to the Crimean War of 1854-55 the first war with 

‘media’ coverage. The harsh reality of death on the battlefield was shown in photographs. Poor 

conditions of the troops and poor management in the Army were reported in correspondence from 

the campaign and in newspapers. 

Key early reforms in conditions for the troops were in nursing care led by Florence Nightingale.  

Wellington had kept control of the Army and had been resistant to changes in it right up to his death 

in 1852. This era, therefore, heralded changes in the control of the Army. Wellington had been 

against the institution of  awards for the Napoleonic wars  which were only presented to survivors of 

these campaigns in 1848 with the issue of the NGS [Naval General Service] and MGSM [Military 

General Service Medal] medals. 

In Britain, there were the influences of Prince Albert, the Great Exhibition of 1851,  the age of 

‘enlightenment’ and increased internationalism/industrialisation. There was much focus, therefore, 



on the Crimean War and the roles and rewards of soldiers with the absence of the latter reflected in 

this letter to ‘The Times’ of 19th December, 1854… 

 

The very same day 19th December, 1854 in the Houses of Parliament, Captain George Scobell moved 

that an ‘order of merit’ should be instituted for all those serving in the current war –Scobell felt an 

immediate award would reinforce the spirit of the troops. 

Up to that time, there had been some individual regimental awards privately funded by Colonels of 

Regiments to reward the bravery of soldiers under their command. 

In active campaigning, for good and meritorious service, the Army had the existing awards of MSM 

[Meritorious Service Medal] and the LSGC [Long Service and Good Conduct Medal] for rewarding 

‘good soldiering’. In 1845 the MSM Warrant ‘for gallantry and zeal’ was extended to the LSGC . The 

MSM Warrant was extended to include ‘distinguished or meritorious service’. An MSM could be an 

immediate award for gallantry as well as being issued for meritorious or long service leading to some 

confusion. They can be more highly prized for the former reason. 

The MSM and LSGC were both associated with money – for the MSM [an annuity] and for the LSGC 

[a gratuity] – and with promotion and thus could be life changing financially.  

The Legion d’Honneur exposed the British Army’s lack of equivalent award especially when British 

troops, fighting with the French, were being awarded the French medal for their gallantry! 

In December, 1854, a Royal Warrant further modified the LSGC and the MSM marking distinguished 

and gallant conduct in the Crimea [or elsewhere under the command of Lord Raglan] with a gratuity 

[Sergeants £15, Corporals £10 and Privates £5 per year reflecting the subsequent criteria for the 

DCM.] These were, however, funded from a finite £4000 fund.  

In December 1854, discussion started on a new medal for gallantry with the emphasis on 

‘distinguished conduct in the field’ rather than ‘gallant conduct in action’.  

Colonels of Regiments were, however, able to interpret and recommend the early DCM’s specifically  

with good conduct and long service in mind. This also favoured higher ranks eg Sergeants or 

Sergeant-Majors. 

At this time, only one of these awards either MSM or LSCG could be held, as financially, the recipient 

would be drawing from the same fund which was prohibited. 

In 1862, the Royal Warrant was amended with the new DCM crystallised as we know it 

1856, the Victoria Cross [VC] was instituted and, once again, there was potential for confusion such 

as ‘Was the VC replacing the DCM or was the DCM superfluous’? It must be emphasised that early 

VC’s were awarded specifically for saving the life of a comrade in action under fire or in action. 



Additional confusion could relate to the appearance of the medal which had the same obverse as 

the LSGC whereas the MSM had the Queen’s head obverse. 

The DCM  was extended to ‘non white’ Regiments in the West India Regiment for West Honduras in 

1872  and then to Colonial Regiments too in the Zulu War 1879. 

In 1881, individually dated bars were introduced for second awards – These are very rare, only 29 

being issued [of these there was the 2 dated bar DCM to ‘Healey’]. Of these, half were for WW1. In 

1916, due to the expense of producing dated bars, the ‘laurel’ second award bar was introduced as 

is also seen on the Military Medal [MM]. 

In 1884, the Colonial DCM was instituted for locally raised troops  in Natal, Canada, New Zealand and 

other dominions. Only Natal and Canada ever issued this DCM making them excessively rare. 

[Colonial DCM’s number only 10 for Natal]. During the South African War, Colonial troops would be 

under Imperial command so would be issued Imperial DCM’s. 

 

Above: Natal DCM obverse and reverse. 

Similarly, the West Africa Frontier Force [WAFF] and King’s African Rifles [KAF] had separate DCM’s 

till 1942 – after this year, all African troops were eligible for the Imperial DCM. [In fact, there were 

no WAFF or KAF DCM’s issued for WWII – any issued were Imperial DCM’s]. Numbers issued for the 

WAFF and KAR DCM are as follows: Edward VII obverse KAR 2 and WAFF 55 and George V obverse , 

KAF 190 and WAFF 165. [See photos below for KAR and WAFF DCM’s obverse and reverse] 

            

 



 

Order of Wear -The DCM up to 1902 was worn after the corresponding campaign medal – 

thereafter, it was to be worn before all campaign medals.  

The Royal Warrant of 1884 further clarified the financial benefits to recipients of the MSM and DCM 

in that if an MSM had already been awarded and after a further twelve months, were awarded the 

DCM, a soldier could keep the gratuity and get the annuity. 

Between 1881 and 1901, the date of the action was impressed on the edge of the DCM in the 

majority of cases emphasising the gallantry aspect of the award. The obverse of the DCM was the 

same as the LSGC 1854-1901. There are some dated medals outside this time period. 

The DCM to William Finch was struck on an incorrect flan and issued. It bears the Victoria ‘young 

head’ obverse – [See photo below]. 

 

After 1901, the DCM obverse changed from the ‘Trophy of Arms‘  was replaced by the Monarch’s 

head. 

Much of the early DCM funding was claimed by Crimean recipients [a fairly common DCM with 

about 800 issued] but this had an effect in the low DCM numbers issued for the Indian Mutiny 

campaign [1857-58] where only 22 DCM’s were issued. 



About 2100 DCM’s were issued for the South African War [Boer War]. 

For WWI, some 25,000 DCM’s were issued – 500 with a bar and 10 with two bars. 

Some 3437 were issued to foreign troops – all unnamed. 

For WWII, 1879 DCM’s were issued - 19 with one bar. 

Post WWII, Falklands War 163 DCM’s were issued - 5 with one bar. 

In 1993, under Prime Minister John Major, the awards system was modernised with an emphasis on 

awards for merit and awards that covered all ranks: the Military Cross  [MC] replaced the MM and 

the DCM became the Conspicuous Gallantry Cross [CGC] in 1993. 

 

 

Hill Collection - DCM’s of Africa : 

Christopher explained his great enjoyment of and enthusiasm for the theme which he had shared 

with his father. He wanted to collect one DCM per area of African territory or campaign. 

First up was a DCM for Sierra Leonne DCM and 4 clasp East and West Africa medal to Cpl Greenidge 

of the First West Indian Regiment. Sadly, there is no recipient photo. 

 

Above: Corporal Greenidge medal pair DCM and 4 clasp East and West Africa Medal  

 



Next up were the medals to Sgt James Halfpenny [later Lt] who saw action in Southern and Northern 

Nigeria 1886-1911. He had emigrated to Australia.  Halfpenny had an amazing career and had the 

‘Royal Niger Company Medal’ [only 85 issued in silver]. 

 

Above: Sgt Halfpenny group of five: DCM, East and West Africa Medal [3 clasp] Ashantee Medal 

1901, Africa General Service [AGS] 4 clasp and Royal Niger Company Medal. 

Next up was a specimen award WAFF DCM to Sgt Yatto Yola DCM 1903 with second award dated 

clasp ‘N. Nigeria 1908’. [see photo below]. 

 

 

 

 



Next up for Cameroon was a WAFF DCM plus WAFF LSGC to Sgt Awudi Keffi of the Nigerian Artilllery 

– photos shown below obverse and reverse. 

 

 

 

 



There followed a WWI German South West Africa group of nine to RSM Harris 5th Lancers plus Natal 

plus BMR [Border Mounted Rifles] plus a photo of the recipient. Only 1 of 32 Natal LSGC and 1 of 54 

South Africa MSM’s [= rare!!]. See photo below. 

 

 

For South Africa, a pair was shown - DCM and British South Africa Company medal [BSAC] clasp 

Mashonaland 1897 to Private O’Donnelly of the Royal Dublin Fusiliers [later British South Africa 

Police].  

 

Above: Pair DCM and BSAC one clasp to Private O’Donnelly Royal Dublin Fusiliers. 



Next we move to Zambia for the last DCM of WWI to Sgt Frank Rumsey. The First World War was still 

being fought on the continent of Africa on 13.11.1918 when Rumsey rode by motor bike under white 

flag of truce to the German Commander in Chief  Von Lettow to inform him that hostilities had 

ceased.[His group of five has a ’53 Coronation Medal!] The DCM is hand engraved and not impressed 

[Neither was it in the London Gazette]. The explanation for this ‘anomaly’ is that the ‘South 

Rhodesian Commission’ had authority to award the DCM [issued 1927] so it was issued and had the 

same style naming as the Mashonaland Campaign medal. 

 

 

 

 

 

Above: Rumsey group of five and Rumsey DCM showing engraved naming [see text fro explanation]. 

 

 



 

Next up was the DCM ,MSM and LSGC group of ten to R.S.M. Juma of the 2nd KAR which was shown 

with a photo of the recipient wearing his medals. [see Juma medals below]. 

 

This was followed by the DCM group of eight to Juma Gubanda 3rd KAR . His DCM for Jasin in German 

East Africa Jan 1915 [ against Von Lettow – a defeat in East Africa] He also has a named Sultan of 

Zanzibar medal with citation. 

 

Above: German East Africa group to Juma Gubanda with his DCM citation. 



 

Discussion was next about the action at Tanga in German East Africa. This was a disastrous failed 

Allied landing of 1914 because of poor planning and execution – after three days the assault had 

failed. It is sometimes referred to as ‘The Battle of the Bees’ [as Indian troops had been attacked by 

a swarm of African bees]. Bandsman J. Ridgeway [2nd Loyal North Lancs Regt] was awarded the DCM 

[one of nine].  See medals below. 

 

 

The next DCM was issued to Major G Le Blanc-Smith of East Surrey Regiment and East African 

Mounted Rifles – He had gone to Africa broken hearted after his marriage proposal had been 

rejected. He enlisted as a Sgt and had won the DCM for rescuing a wounded colleague in 1914 at 

Longido in Kenya. He also won a MC and second award bar. His group includes a 2 clasp AGS. African 

campaign medals were the only ones issued 1914-18 outside of WWI trios – without the AGS, this 

group could represent service on the Western Front.  See medals below. 

 



Next up was a Somaliland DCM Sgt Alan Gibb who was a Maxim gunner in 1901. His DCM was won at 

Darotoleh in 1903 – Gibb covered the retreat from Darotoleh an action in which 4 VC’s were 

awarded.  Gibb had been murdered in 1922. His full group included DSO [1920], DCM, AGS 6 clasp 

and British War Medal [BWM]. 

 

Above: DSO, DCM, AGS six clasp and BWM. 

There followed an Abyssinian 1868 expedition DCM [awarded for the storming of Magdala] to Sgt 

Major Deans RE with LSGC. There were 7 DCMs for Abyssinia four of which were to the Royal 

Engineers. Also shown was a picture of the elephant train in the mountains. [See photo below]. 

 



Finally, Christopher showed the ’Healey’ group which had featured in March’s BMS ZOOM meeting. 

This soldier was a Cameron Highlander who was commissioned into the Egyptian Army He was a 

triple DCM winner winning the DCM in 1885,1887 and 1889. The DCM is one with two [second 

award] dated bars. Reference was made to medal expert John Tamplin’s phrase ‘research never 

ends’ as, after a chance conversation, a magnificent  photo [from the regimental archive] emerged 

some 40yrs later[!]   The image shows Healey and others at ‘Wady Halfa’ in 1896. It would appear 

that Healy rarely returned to Scotland. As mentioned earlier, the order of wear for the DCM is 

correct for the epoch. Pre-WWI , he had been Britain’s most highly decorated soldier for almost 

30yrs! [see photo below]. 

 

Photo below – Healey’s service record. 

 



 

Photo above: Thomas Healey from the regimental photo at Wady Halfa 1896 with Egypt 1882-89, 

DCM and Khedive Star on his ribbon bar [when magnified]. 

 

There followed questions/comments followed from 20.45hrs onwards. 

First discussed was a South Africa 1853, MSM and bar - recipient had had to ‘wait for funding’ before 

it could be awarded! 

 

The 1882 Gordon Highlander Colour-Sergeant S Skelly DCM group was shown along with Skelly’s 

photo. The important message about the order of wear pre 1901 was correct when the recipient’s 

1893 photo was studied closely. [see images below]. 

   

Above: Colour Sergeant S Skelly photographed in Columbo in the early 1890’s wearing  the DCM 

after the Egypt Campaign Medal. 

 

Another member had talked to a WWII DCM recipient [for Operation Goodwood] which had been 

awarded for leadership rather than gallantry. 



Next up was a DCM [for Sudan] group of seven to C/Sgt Andrew Fisher 1st Bn Queen’s Own Cameron 

Highlanders [see photo below]. 

  

Next featured a DCM group of three to Cpl Angus Chisholm for the SAW – He served with the 1st 

Contingent Lovat’s Scouts and eventually, Chisolm’s DCM was reunited with his 5 clasp QSA . He was 

also issued with an Efficiency medal but had no WW1 service.  Only four DCM’s were issued to 

Lovat’s Scouts for the SAW]. 

 

A WWI DCM to Stafford awarded for good work in the service of aeroplanes [RAF] Further details 

about Stafford are in  February, 2021 and April, 2018 BMS minutes]. 

The next medals are from a collector who specialises in reuniting DCM’s by installment from their 

respective broken groups!! An initial purchase of two medals was made - an Edward VII DCM and 3 

clasp Queen’s South Africa [QSA  clasps Johannesburg, Orange Free State and Cape Colony] to Sgt 

Barron of the West Riding Regiment [attached to 15th MR]. He was a Walsall man. He had also had 

MiD in 1902. Later, he went to India becoming an instructor and eventually receiving an MBE for 

Waziristan 1919. He died in the campaign and is commemorated on the Karachi war memorial - His 

MBE was gazetted to the day before his death so he could still receive the MBE award. 

The member has now purchased Barron’s King’s South Africa Medal [KSA] from ebay but Barron’s 

group is still missing its BWM and India General Service clasp Waziristan! 

And if that wasn’t sufficient, next up was Ibbottson reunite story! A 1914-15 Star to a Sgt Ibbotson 

1914-15 purchased some years before which led to a to a DCM [1915 for Gallipoli] re-unite. His MIC 

indicated he was also awarded the MC! He had transferred into the Tank Corps in 1918 where he 



was awarded the MC for the tank battle at Amiens in which he was injured.  DNW’S archive showed 

a 3 clasp QSA to the same Ibbotson which has also been reunited!! Ibbotson’s Territorial Forces 

LSCG, WWI pair and KSA remains outstanding. 

These were followed by a DCM named to Sgt Barton RAMC. He was an analytical chemist and had 

transferred to the chemical weapons section in the fledgling ‘gas companies’ to combat the German 

use of chemical weapons. He was present and injured at the Battle of Loos 25th September, 1915 

[awarded the DCM]  where there was first use of [British] gas shells – His VM  has been a subsequent 

purchase. 

Finally, the ‘Saving the Guns at Colenso’ DCM/QSA /KSA was discussed which rounded off a 

memorable evening. 

There was a vote of thanks for speaker and all member contributions  - another excellent ZOOM 

meeting! 

Meeting closed at 21.11hrs 

C Davies typed 5 – 13.6.2021. 

All images from the talk and other contributors are reproduced with permission. 

May I also add my usual apologies for any omissions or errors that readers may find in the meeting 

notes. 

 

 

 

 

 


